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2
Elicitation Requirements

This chapter discusses the elicitation in work process design and its 
requirements on socio-technical support instruments. It provides the 
conceptual underpinnings of the articulation and alignment processes 
occurring during work process elicitation, drawing from different disci-
plines such as social psychology, cognitive sciences, knowledge manage-
ment, and computer-supported collaborative work. We finally offer a 
theory-based synthesis of the concepts developed in these areas to inform 
and reflect on the methods’ design in the following chapters.

Although a thorough acquisition of work knowledge is almost never 
readily available for development, requirements can be identified on how 
information could be articulated and aligned for further processing, both, 
in terms of elicitation, and representation, as well as inherent conditions 
and support. Much of the adjacent methodological and technological 
requirements are not documented—they reside in the minds of experi-
enced developers or stakeholders concerned with organizational design. 
Although requirements for system design need to be elicited or drawn 
out, the methodology on how to thoroughly identify the stakeholder 
capabilities, needs, risks, and assumptions associated with a given work 
setting, business, or project is unclear in most cases.
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In the following, we start with an individual perspective on elicitation 
and call for role awareness in this process, as work processes can be distin-
guished at least by functional roles individual actors need to take in order 
to achieve business objectives. Understanding one’s own role(s) lays the 
ground to adopt various perspectives on work procedures and consider 
context relevant for role-specific behavior. The resulting situatedness 
enables reflecting on the scope of work tasks and re-shaping organiza-
tional structures in collaborative settings. In order to handle complex 
situations, a systems-of-system perspective could help. Bringing intangi-
ble or implicit knowledge to the surface and to represent it qualifies for 
aligning mental models on existing work procedures and behaviors in a 
comprehensive way. It facilitates co-creating future work settings, in par-
ticular, taking into account the continuous penetration of digital systems 
into work task accomplishment.

2.1  Setting the Stage—Awareness on Roles 
and Their Management

Traditionally, the preparation for elicitation is the first step. It aims 
towards a comprehensive and an accurate understanding of the work 
situation and the needs of involved stakeholders. During the elicitation 
process, an analyst’s understanding of the work needs helps in scoping 
and selecting proper stakeholders and elicitation techniques. Hence, 
stakeholders need to get actively engaged in articulation and alignment. 
Stakeholders here are understood as any persons that are directly or indi-
rectly affected by a work process or engage in it. This may include cus-
tomers/end users, suppliers, the project manager, quality assurance, 
regulators, business partners, operational support, domain subject matter 
experts, and implementation specialists.

A facilitator needs to recruit appropriate stakeholders based on the 
intended project or scope of activities. After a facilitator has identified 
and recruited relevant stakeholders, before method(s) by which elicita-
tion can be performed, it is advisable to create awareness on roles and role 
identities, in particular due to the proliferation of digital media and their 
social media capabilities:
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New communication technologies have freed interaction from the require-
ments of physical copresence; these technologies have expanded the array 
of generalized others contributing to the construction of the self. Several 
research foci emerge from this development: the substance of ‘I’, ‘me’, and 
the generalized other in a milieu void of place, the establishment of ‘com-
munities of the mind’, and the negotiation of copresent and cyberspace 
identities. (Cerulo 1997, p. 386)

Consequently, not only at the workplace, but also in all of today’s soci-
etal communities, stakeholders have had to learn dealing with a variety of 
roles. They can present themselves differently based on who they are talk-
ing to and what an interaction is about (cf. Castells 1997). When using 
content management systems or social media to share their experiences 
with work processes, they act in a certain role. The role is based on techno-
logical affordances and immediate context. Roles may either be described 
in certain profiles using registration wizards, or recorded along the interac-
tion, for example, documenting paths in business information systems.

The first case might be obvious for role design and presenting oneself, 
whereas the latter most of us become aware of once receiving own behav-
ior data, for example, when having searched for information and receiv-
ing proposals referring to our search pattern. Hence, role design and 
management have become increasingly important when multiple situa-
tion elements occur in some concerted manner. Consider, for instance, 
searching for information on a product in an online catalogue. The user 
could be a novice in product management or customer service. It could 
also be an experienced product manager or a barely skilled customer 
agent. Role types occur along various dimensions and domains, such as 
level of skill with respect to features or technologies, and expertise in a 
domain. They need to be recognized for articulating and aligning work 
knowledge, in particular when involving multiple technical communi-
ties, as our exemplified user may also ask questions in a product forum in 
which authors address novice workers (cf. Ellison et al. 2006).

If stakeholders are more aware about their content creation and usage as 
well as communication acts, their role in interaction becomes more trans-
parent to them, and they are able to articulate their knowledge in a more 
reflected way. It has been observed that people react to situations based on 
context rather than fixed behavior patterns (cf. Meyrowitz 1986). In our 
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example, all three items, that is, the level of competence in product han-
dling, searching with descriptors and meta-data, and interactive navigation 
have to be considered in their mutual context.

In an information-based—and yet more important, in a knowledge- 
based—work environment, roles are functional entities based on the 
stakeholder identities, evolving over time (Castells 1997). Their manage-
ment goes beyond traditional presentation formats, such as yellow page 
entries or personal web pages, as stakeholders are acting in various roles 
in dynamically changing (virtual) communities (cf. Jensen Schau and 
Gilly 2003). Virtual communities in the knowledge age society are groups 
of people connected via social and knowledge media. They engage in 
knowledge creation, documentation, sharing, collective use, and 
distribution.

Community members take the role of content providers, explorers, 
and respondents. They may change these roles dynamically, driven by 
their personal identities triggering their behavior (cf. Montague 2013; 
Ackerman et al. 2017). Such static descriptions of the Self are more struc-
tured than blogs and information boards, presuming ongoing interac-
tions among community members (Robinson 2007). However, in virtual 
communities, goal-oriented interaction forms the awareness of its mem-
bers and finally, their individual activities (Ellison et al. 2006).

Meyrowitz (1986) has already observed that social media tend to blur 
the lines between ‘front stage’ (what should be visible) and ‘back stage’ 
behaviors (what currently is not, but potentially should, become visible 
to others). Consequently, facilitators and analysts need to look at dealing 
with the ‘front’ and ‘back’ stage dynamically. Bridges are the features of 
new media, in particular, when operating under the control of stakehold-
ers. Context thus becomes paramount in a virtual community, and the 
role of management within it (Ferscha et  al. 2004a). However, self- 
regulated role management seems to be a challenging task. Jarvis (2009) 
and Jarvis and Watts (2012) indicate that role management is a learning 
task, as becoming a self in society, both mind and self are socially learned 
phenomena. It has to deal with informed learning activities and might 
include conflicting individual and social interests.

Although roles can be part of various contexts, they constitute the 
appearance of individual actors. Even when related to learning how to 
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Fig. 2.1 Awareness on roles

manage various roles, their set up is relevant to how stakeholders get 
involved in work knowledge elicitation. Consequently, articulation sup-
port requires features for stakeholders to make roles transparent, if not 
build capacity to manage them in a reflected and structured way.

Figure 2.1 visualizes setting the stage in terms of identifying one’s role. 
Self denotes an actor who has a certain role. Different Selfs are repre-
sented by different colors or tones. The roles are pictured by the sur-
rounding circles. As shown in the figure, actors can play different 
roles—the Self with the white background has two roles, which is denoted 
by different outlines of the circle.

2.2  Situation Awareness

As already mentioned above, the development of organizations, and thus 
socio-technical systems, is increasingly driven by its members. Hence, 
stakeholders need to spend socio-cognitive effort when articulating and 
aligning knowledge about their work. Role- and task-specific behavior of 
stakeholders is framed by its triggers, such as individual intention, and its 
expected effects or outcome. This framing can be done on arbitrary levels 
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of granularity, depending on a stakeholder’s perspective and/or level of 
competence or insight. Elicitation, modeling, and probing should be 
guided by direct recall, avoiding errors, incompatibilities, and inconsis-
tencies grounded in articulation and representation (Harman et al. 2015).

Such recalls require insight into the situations that stakeholders face or 
are part of when accomplishing tasks. They lay the ground for situated 
articulation and allow framing activities with situation-specific informa-
tion, both on triggering them, and on effectuation (cf. Gross et al. 2005). 
Triggers can be events (externally set) or intentions (stakeholder-specific) 
in combination with input data to be processed, whereas effectuation is 
represented through output in terms of data or states, and the outcome, 
that is, the (intended) effect of a certain activity or a set of actions.

The most authentic articulation and representation of situations can be 
assumed to stem from stakeholders experiencing these situations. In self- 
contained articulation settings, stakeholders do not have to rely on informa-
tion provided by analysts, in contrast to settings involving external people, 
such as for interviewing, where it cannot be assumed that analysts or facili-
tators are familiar with the field (Parsaye and Chignell 1988). Moreover, 
stakeholders, in particular experts, when asked explicitly, forget to mention 
tasks they assume to be widely known, or have difficulties explaining what 
they do when not actually doing it at the same time (Grosskopf et al. 2010). 
Knowledge is thus inseparable from doing (cf. Brey 2005).

Putting situated cognition theory in the context of representation, 
generated models in a natural and intuitive way potentially have greater 
accuracy than what could traditionally be achieved with common acqui-
sition and analysis techniques (cf. Harman et  al. 2015). Reducing the 
requirement of involving external people enables a wider scope of self- 
organizing work, as many more stakeholders can participate in organiza-
tional change and development.

An underlying concept in this context seems to be ‘agency.’ According 
to Himma (2009),

[the] idea of agency is conceptually associated with the idea of being capa-
ble of doing something that counts as an act or action. As a conceptual 
matter, X is an agent if and only if X is capable of performing action; breath-
ing is something we do, but it does not count as an action. Typing these 
words is an action, and it is in virtue of my ability to do this kind of thing 
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that, as a conceptual matter, I am an agent. … Agents are not merely capa-
ble of performing acts; they inevitably perform them (in the relevant sense). 
… The very concept of agency presupposes that agents are conscious. (p. 19)

Reflecting this understanding reveals the way of involvement in a situ-
ation when humans are acting or interacting. It underpins the require-
ment to devote design effort to human issues to the same extent developers 
spend for technical ones. The recognition of user modeling can be con-
sidered such an endeavor (cf. Brusilovsky and Cooper 2002). Situatedness 
is awareness about its world, comprising communities, organizations, 
societies, or other contingent systems of systems, and its capability to 
induce changes on it (cf. Campos et al. 2009).

The essence of situation awareness lies in the monitoring of various entities 
and the relations that occur among them. Since the properties of relations, 
unlike the properties of objects, are not directly measurable, one needs to have 
some background knowledge (such as ontologies and rules) to specify how to 
derive the existence and meaning of particular relations. (Matheus et al. 2005)

Consequently, system development, concerning cognition, organiza-
tions, social or technological systems, should be driven by different sys-
temic perspectives and lead to architectures allowing dynamic changes 
(cf. Rolland et al. 1999). Situatedness of development processes is a key 
issue in software and method engineering communities (cf. Barwise and 
Perry 1981). Prescriptions, from either the user interaction or the task 
handling perspective, need to be adapted to the situation at hand, allow-
ing for systems dynamics in the course of task or interaction processes 
(Christian Stary 2017a).

According to findings in cognitive science, actors (there referred to as 
‘agents’) are considered as embodied and interactively situated in worlds 
(Dobbyn and Stuart 2003). When analyzing the meanings attached to 
these terms a set of conditions for situatedness and embodiment can be 
derived, based on the conclusive assumption that external representational 
schemes are required for adaptation. While virtual agents in virtual worlds 
are considered neither situated nor embodied, awareness of evolving goals, 
various modalities for interaction and task accomplishment procedures 
could lead to a rich repertoire of interactions (cf. Gross et al. 2005).
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Embedded actors could develop individual points of view, relative to their 
starting position work spaces, and have a capacity to develop a dedicated 
interaction space. None of these capabilities are possible without representa-
tion of work activities. They can either rely on engineering work flows, as for 
example, in Business Process Management (Weske 2010), or on engineering 
of cognitive support, such as model-based approaches (cf. Christian Stary 
2000). The latter need to relate to cognitive constructs (cf. Eberle et  al. 
2011). Thereby, mutual relationships between user properties and interac-
tion styles can be captured in terms of cognitive characteristics. In addition, 
rules for dynamically tuning task accomplishment and interaction can be 
kept in dedicated representation schemes, such as adaptation models.

The problem with this type of context information is that it cannot be 
encoded with standardized approaches, such as BPMN (Business Process 
Modeling Notation; www.bpmn.org). While an expert may be able to explain 
the rationale for work activities, these normative representations do not con-
vey required context to information (cf. Brown et al. 1989). Hence, addi-
tional effort is required to provide adequate context information, for example, 
through apprenticeships (Lave 1988). From this, theories of explicit memory, 
sometimes referred to as tacit knowledge, have emerged, as knowledge can-
not easily be conveyed to other people. To retrieve this information, it is easi-
est to use a simulation-based approach for memory recall (Rubin 2006).

For articulating context when capturing role- or task-specific work 
knowledge, activity-relevant information can be framed in a structured 
way (cf. Christian Stary 2017b). As shown in Fig.  2.2, a tripartite 
approach could consist of:

Fig. 2.2 The articulation scheme containing trigger, role-specific activity, and 
effect
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 1. Trigger and incoming information: Hereby we distinguish pragmati-
cally and semantically relevant information (context) from syntactic 
structure (input). At least the context should be given when a task 
chain is started.

 2. Functional processing information: It specifies not only the function in 
terms of activities to be set, but rather the role in which a work task is 
performed. In this way, the context can be represented more accu-
rately compared with purely functional specifications.

 3. Effect and deliverables: Again, we distinguish pragmatically and seman-
tically relevant information (outcome denoting the effect of using a 
feature) from the syntactic structure (output). At least some outcome 
should be generated once a work task chain is completed.

For each task-relevant behavior, a separate representation could be 
generated by stakeholders in the course of eliciting work knowledge (cf. 
Christian Stary 2017d).

Framing of role-specific actions by triggering and effectuating behav-
ior allows for scoping actor behaviors, as the following example 
 demonstrates. A service provider in the field of software development has 
a stakeholder in the functional role of a Customer Service Agent who 
articulates how a product claim from a customer is framed. The input is 
a product claim, for example, when a product does not meet a customer 
requirement. The intention is to help the concerned customer, until he/
she is satisfied. The output of this activity is either a hint about how the 
requirement has already been met, or a change request for product devel-
opment, in case it could not be met so far (Fig. 2.3).

From a work process perspective, this representation constitutes a par-
ticular actor with behavior. Although in the course of articulation, the 

Fig. 2.3 Customer service actor behavior handling customer product claims
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Fig. 2.4 Scoping another actor behavior—Idea Provider

functional role (Customer Service Agent) provides an intuitive entry 
point, the label could more accurately read ‘product claim customer han-
dling’, as it is very likely that the work agenda of the Customer Service 
Agent comprises additional actions.

In case the Customer Service Agent reports in constructive way and 
has an idea for innovating the product based on product claims or cus-
tomer requests, the articulation scheme enables switching the role in that 
context. Figure 2.4 shows a coherent representation for that case.

The consequences for work process modeling are substantial, since 
handling a product claim as a ‘Customer Service Agent’ shapes an actor 
taking a functional role, communicating with the customer, and product 
department. A particular role—‘Idea Provider’—allows not only in 
reducing the complexity when the workplace of a service agent is 
described, but rather enables developing a product improvement or 
 organizational learning procedure that could serve as a pattern across 
organizational units or domains.

The latter model could serve as input for the change manager to imple-
ment product innovation processes after the proposal has been collec-
tively reflected on. For a complete task chain, and thus business process 
specification, each output of an activity needs to correspond to an input 
of an adjacent activity.

Procedural requirements. When framing role- or task-specific behavior 
in the way described above, contextual representations need to be set up 
along a procedure allowing to articulate intentions. Grice (1969) has 
already investigated the relationship between meaning and intention of 
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utterers. From Böhm (1997)’s research, we can conclude that meaning 
constitutes sense-making for humans, as it needs to be seen intertwined 
with the functional context of a person and the goals this person is trying 
to achieve individually (ibid., p. 69).

Sheeran (2002) has studied possible gaps between behavior and inten-
tion. Looking for psychological variables to ‘bridge’ possible intention–
behavior gaps, the author’s meta-analysis of meta-analyses has led to a 
conceptualization of intention–behavior discrepancies. Four groups of 
variables, namely behavior type, intention type, properties of intention, 
and cognitive and personality variables, could be clustered as they moder-
ate intention–behavior relations. Once behavior specifications contain a 
task description according to individual mental models, any verbalization 
of intention respects the stakeholder’s personality and the cognitive 
model of a situation. As the intention type is not essential when articulat-
ing triggers of actions, each stakeholder can describe the way he/she per-
ceives it in the intentional context of the action (set) at hand.

Hug et al. (2012) have referred to intentions in the context of process 
engineering. Rather than detailing how to facilitate stakeholder 
 articulation with respect to intentional behavior, “the intentional level is 
used to guide engineers through IS [Information Systems] processes by 
dynamic choices. Each time an intention is achieved the model suggests 
the next steps that can be enacted and new ways to achieve them. The 
resulting IS development process is adaptive and flexible as it is dynami-
cally constructed” (ibid., p. 204). As we will see below, for establishing 
intentional fit of activities, this input is valuable.

The presented sample scheme should illustrate how behavior could be 
captured in a context-rich way when articulating knowledge on work 
tasks. The scheme frames activities by triggers (incoming side) and 
intended effects (outgoing side). As such, activities can be contextualized 
with situation-specific information.

Figure 2.5 visualizes situation-awareness of actors in specific roles. The 
Self denotes an actor who plays a certain role in a certain situation. The 
role is pictured by the surrounding circle, whereas the situation context is 
denoted by a dotted cloud symbol. As shown in the figure, actors can not 
only play different roles, but also act in a certain role in different situa-
tions—the Self with the white background has two roles (denoted by 
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Fig. 2.5 Situation awareness

different shapes of the circle), with one role (the one with the solid circle 
in the figure) considered relevant for two different situations.

2.3  Conceptual Understanding of Complex 
Systems

The advent of digital transformation invading all societal and economic 
systems requires a re-consideration of the generative nature of socio- 
technical system design. In particular, this transformation needs be stud-
ied with regard to how links are continuously explored and accelerated 
between existing as well new value spaces (Bounfour 2016). The acceler-
ated production of relations does not only substantiate system thinking 
(cf. Senge 1990; Senge and Sterman 1992), but also characterizes the 
fundamental nature of digital production systems—relations are consid-
ered essential drivers for creating value in digital spaces (Bounfour 2016). 
We need to delineate their nature, as being transactional, organic, or 
semi-organic, since they lead to deep changes in the way we ‘produce’, 
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and finally affect business models and power relations of organizations 
and societies (ibid.).

As digital transformations are complex, some scholars have already 
called for a system science approach to deal with these challenges (Flood 
and Carson 2013). Thereby, traditional cognitive or top-down approaches 
to regulate or control dynamic processes are seen as a ‘last resort’ (Colander 
and Kupers 2014). Evolving complex systems bear systemic challenges 
(ibid.), which are wicked due to their social or cultural nature and incom-
plete, contradictory, interconnected, and changing requirements that are 
often difficult to recognize. Bringing together complexity and wicked 
problem theories to understand how individual organizations and change 
agents can better influence large system change, Waddock et al. (2015) 
developed a respective framework. It integrates wicked problems and 
complexity theories to cope with large systems interventions while taking 
the perspective of individual change agents. Although the authors con-
cluded their study that change agents in organizations can enhance their 
influence and use the power of system dynamics to support positive 
action for sustainable change, they recognized that effective large-scale 
change still has limited theoretical understanding.

Consequently, not only do we need to put forward theoretical under-
standing of change management by positioning the organization in the 
context of a broader system, but we also need to define its role in creating 
change based on articulation of individual stakeholders (cf. Senge’s per-
spective on a learning organization requiring learning members of that 
organization). Individually informed articulation (e.g., on principles for 
acting) is likely to facilitate addressing the nature of wicked problems by 
setting informed relations between individual systems and the large sys-
tems where they are embedded.

Accepting the wickedness of challenges and complex problems, we 
need to shed light on the relation of individuals as change agents and 
their relations to organizations and society in transformational change. 
These transformations can be substantial and lead to emerging individual 
and social behaviors due to that change. Research reveals the essential role 
of individuals when structuring situated cognitive transformation pro-
cesses (Kihlstrom 2013):
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Evocation, selection, and manipulation all change the environment 
through overt behavior—either the behavior of the person him- or herself, 
or that of other people. In each case, someone does something overtly that 
changes the objective character of the environment—that is, changes the 
environment for everyone in it, not just for the person itself. But these 
three modes do not exhaust the effects of the person on the environment. 
People also engage in covert mental activities that alter their mental represen-
tations of their subjective environment—that is, the environment as they 
privately experience it. As opposed to behavioral manipulation, cognitive 
transformation does not act directly on the objective environment—the 
environment as it would be described in the third person by an objective 
observer and experienced by everyone in it. Rather, transformation acts on 
the subjective environment. Through cognitive transformations, people can 
change their internal, mental representations of the external physical and 
social environment—perceiving it differently, categorizing it differently, 
giving it a different meaning than before. In cognitive transformation, the 
objective features of the environment remain intact—they have not been 
altered through evocation, selection, and manipulation. Rather, the cogni-
tive transformation has altered the environment for that person only. The 
environment is unchanged for everyone else—unless and until the cogni-
tive transformation leads the person to engage in selective and manipula-
tive behavior that, as described earlier, will change the environment for 
everyone in it. (Kihlstrom 2013, p. 798)

We cannot foresee how the various systems will act, and deal with 
traditional mechanisms to organize and control. We need to assume 
anarchic patterns, questioning traditional authority or other controlling  
systems.

One way to deal with the social dimensions of organizations and the 
resulting dynamics of systems involving embodied stakeholders is to take 
a Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) perspective. According to Chan 
(2001), CAS started in US to oppose the European ‘natural science’ tra-
dition in the area of cybernetics and systems. Although CAS theory shares 
the subject of general properties of complex systems across traditional 
disciplinary boundaries (like in cybernetics and systems), it relies on 
computer simulations as a research tool (as pointed out by Holland in 
1992 initially (Holland 1992)), and considers less integrated or ‘orga-
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nized’ systems, such as ecologies, in contrast to organisms, machines, or 
enterprises. Many artificial systems are characterized by apparently com-
plex behaviors due to often non-linear spatio-temporal interactions 
among a large number of component systems at different levels of orga-
nization; they have been termed Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS).

CAS are dynamic systems able to adapt in and evolve with a changing 
environment. It is important to realize that there is no separation between 
a system and its environment in the idea that a system always adapts to a 
changing environment. Rather, the concept to be examined is that of a 
system closely linked with all other related systems making up an ecosys-
tem. Within such a context, change needs to be seen in terms of co- 
evolution with all other related systems, rather than as adaptation to a 
separate and distinct environment (Chan 2001, p. 2). CAS have several 
constituent properties (ibid., p. 3ff):

• Distributed control: There is no single centralized control mechanism 
that governs system behavior. Although the interrelationships between 
elements of the system produce coherence, the overall behavior usually 
cannot be explained merely as the sum of individual parts.

• Connectivity: A system does not only consist of relations between its 
elements, but also of relations with its environment. Consequently, a 
decision or action by one part within a system influences all other 
related parts.

• Co-evolution: With co-evolution, elements in a system can change 
based on their interactions with one another and with the environ-
ment. Additionally, patterns of behavior can change over time.

• Sensitive dependence on initial conditions: CAS are sensitive due to their 
dependence on initial conditions. Changes in the input characteristics 
or rules are not correlated in a linear fashion with outcomes. Small 
changes can have a surprisingly profound impact on overall behavior, 
or vice-versa, a huge upset to the system may not affect it. … This 
means the end of scientific certainty, which is a property of ‘simple’ 
systems (e.g., the ones used for electric lights, motors, and electronic 
devices). Consequently, socio-technical systems are fundamentally 
unpredictable in their behavior. Long-term prediction and control are 
therefore believed to not be possible in complex systems.
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• Emergent order: Complexity in CAS refers to the potential for emer-
gent behavior in complex and unpredictable phenomena. Once sys-
tems are not in equilibrium they tend to create different structures 
and new patterns of relationships. CAS function best when they 
combine order and chaos in an appropriate measure—this phenom-
enon has been termed Far from Equilibrium. CAS in their dynamics 
combine order and chaos, and thus, stability and instability, competi-
tion and cooperation, order and disorder—being termed the State 
of Paradox.

A complex socio-technical system is a group of different types of ele-
ments (i.e., related nodes of a network), existing far from equilibrium, 
when forming interdependent, dynamic evolutionary networks that are 
sensitive dependent and fractionally organized (Fichter et  al. 2010). 
Taking a CAS perspective requires system thinking in terms of net-
worked but modular elements acting in parallel (Holland 2006). In 
socio- technical settings, these elements can be individuals, technical 
systems or their features. Understood as CAS, they form and use inter-
nal models to anticipate the future, basing current actions on expected 
outcomes. It is this attribute that distinguishes CAS from other kinds 
of complex systems; it is also this attribute that makes the emergent 
behavior of CAS intricate and difficult to understand (Holland 
1992, p. 24).

According to CAS theory, in CAS settings each element sends and 
receives signals in parallel, as the setting is constituted by each element’s 
interactions with other elements. Actions are triggered upon other ele-
ments’ signals. In this way, each element also adapts and thus, evolves 
through changes over time. Self-regulation and self-management have 
become crucial assets in dynamically changing socio-technical settings, 
such as organizations (Allee 2009; Firestone and McElroy 2003). Self- 
organization of concerned stakeholders as system elements is consid-
ered key in handling requirements for change. However, for 
self-organization to happen, stakeholders need to have access to relevant 
information of a situation. Since the behavior of autonomous stake-
holders cannot be predicted, a structured process is required to guide 
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behavior management according to the understanding of stakeholders 
and their capabilities to change their situation individually (Allee 2009; 
Christian Stary 2014).

From the interaction of the individual system elements arises some 
kind of global property or pattern, something that could not have been 
predicted from understanding each particular element (Chan 2001). A 
typical emergent phenomenon is a social media momentum stemming 
from the interaction of the users when deciding upon a certain behavior, 
such as spontaneous meetings (Ferscha et al. 2004b). Global properties 
result from the aggregate behavior of individual elements. Although it is 
still an open question how to apply CAS to engineering systems with 
emergent behavior (Holland 1992), in case of socio-technical system 
design pre-programmed behavior is a challenging task, as humans may 
change behavioral structures in response to external or internal stimuli. As 
such, stakeholders in these systems (self-)organize evolvement and adapt 
to a changing environment, usually generating more complexity in 
the process.

System-of-Systems (SoS) thinking is considered an effective way of 
handling CAS, in particular when developing complex artifacts in a 
structured way (Jamshidi 2008). According to Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE’s) Reliability Society, a system is “a group of 
interacting elements (or subsystems) having an internal structure which 
links them into a unified whole. The boundary of a system is to be 
defined, as well as the nature of the internal structure linking its elements 
(physical, logical, etc.). Its essential properties are autonomy, coherence, 
permanence, and organization” (IEEE-Reliability Society Technical 
Committee on Systems of Systems 2014). A System- of- Systems (SoS) is 
a system that involves several systems “that are operated independently 
but have to share the same space and somehow cooperate” (ibid., p. 2).

As such, they have several properties in common: operational and 
managerial independence, geographical distribution, emergent behavior, 
evolutionary development, and heterogeneity of constituent systems 
(ibid.). These properties affect setting the boundaries of SoS and the 
internal behavior of SoS, and thus, influence methodological SoS devel-
opments (Jaradat et al. 2014, p. 206). SoS are distinct with respect to:
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 1. autonomy where constituent systems within SoS can operate and func-
tion independently and the capabilities of the SoS depends on this 
autonomy

 2. belonging (integration), which implies that the constituent systems and 
their parts have the option to integrate to enable SoS capabilities

 3. connectivity between components and their environment
 4. diversity (different perspectives and functions)
 5. emergence (foreseen or unexpected) (ibid.)

Several structures and categorization schemes have been used when 
considering complex systems as System-of Systems, ranging from close 
coupling (systems within systems) to loose coupling (assemblage of sys-
tem). They constitute embodied systems cooperating in an interoperable 
way (Chris Stary and Wachholder 2016; Christian Stary 2017c; Weichhart 
et al. 2018), allowing for the autonomous behavior of each system while 
contributing through collaboration with other systems, in order to 
achieve the objective of the networked systems (SoS) (Maier 2005).

Referring to structural and dynamic complexity, structural complexity 
derives from (i) heterogeneity of components across different technologi-
cal domains due to increased integration among systems and (ii) scale 
and dimensionality of connectivity through a large number of compo-
nents (nodes) highly interconnected by dependences and interdepen-
dences. Dynamic complexity manifests through the emergence of 
(unexpected) system behavior in response to changes in the environmen-
tal and operational conditions of its components (IEEE-Reliability 
Society Technical Committee on Systems of Systems 2014).

A typical technical SoS example is contextualized apps available on a 
smartphone. Each of them can be considered as a system. When adjust-
ing them along a workflow, for example, to raise alert and guide a patient 
to the doctor, in case certain thresholds with respect to medical condi-
tions are reached for a specific user, several of these systems, such as the 
blood pressure app, calendar app, and navigation app, need to be coordi-
nated and aligned for personal healthcare, updating the task manager of 
the involved users. In this case, the smartphone serves as an SoS carrier, 
supporting the patient-oriented redesign of the workflow, and thus, the 
SoS structure. The apps of the smartphone can still be used stand-alone, 
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Fig. 2.6 Conceptual understanding of complex systems

while the smartphone serves as a communication infrastructure and pro-
vider of networked healthcare-relevant subsystems. It is the latter prop-
erty that qualifies the smartphone as a carrier of an SoS.

When we project this concept on understanding complex organization 
of work, actors can become aware of their capability to act autonomously 
while at the same time being part of a bigger whole, namely the business 
organization (or even of several organizations). Figure  2.6 visualizes 
awareness of actors of being part of a complex systems, in this case a 
System-of-Systems, in their specific roles. Again, Self denotes an actor 
who plays a certain role (pictured by the surrounding circle) in a certain 
situation (denoted by a dotted cloud symbol). As shown in the figure, 
actors need to become aware of which System-of-Systems they are part of 
(they can be part of various Systems-of-Systems). In the shown case, the 
Self with the white background is part of a System-of-Systems consisting 
of two systems where the considered Self is in one role part of system one, 
whereas the other roles with gray backgrounds constitute the other, larger 
system. The second role of the Self with the white background is not part 
of the currently considered System-of-Systems (but might be part of 
other systems, which are currently out of scope for the actor reflection on 
being part of a complex system).
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2.4  Creating a Reflective Practice 
for Situations-to-Be

Articulation and alignment of knowledge on work processes can be 
directed towards reflecting work procedures (i) as they worked in the 
past, (ii) as they are performed now, (iii) as well as how they could work 
in the future. It might depend on the current work patterns of actors 
whose perspective is taken. However, with respect to the style of organiz-
ing work and handling work processes, Dewey distinguished impulsive 
and routine from reflective action (cf. Dewey 1910, 1933), since any 
professional behavior can have three flavors:

• Impulsive action is based on trial and error.
• Routine action is based largely on authority and tradition.
• Reflective action is based on “the active, persistent and careful consid-

eration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the 
grounds that support it” (Dewey 1933, p. 9).

Dewey explains reflective thinking as a ‘chain’ not only involving “a 
sequence of ideas but a con-sequence” of thoughts (Dewey 1933, p. 4). In 
his understanding, acting in open-mindedness and responsibility are 
consequences of reflective thinking, both facilitating developing commit-
ment to tasks and opening for new ideas.

Schön’s Reflective Practitioner approach deepens insights in reflection 
activities when aiming at professional capabilities to handle complex and 
unpredictable problems of actual practice with confidence, skill, and care 
(Schön 1984). A professional practitioner “can think while acting and 
thus respond to the uncertainty, uniqueness, and conflict involved in the 
situations in which professionals practice” (Adler 1991). As such, propo-
sitional knowledge is tightly coupled with know-how when instantiated 
in solving knowledge-intense tasks. Hence, it is the knowledge by 
acquaintance enabling confidence and care tackling even complex prob-
lems, which in turn requires know-how and propositional knowledge to 
perform tasks in a skilled way in those situations. Unique or surprising 
situations are handled through reframing and finding new solutions 
(“reflection-in-action”). This process is
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 1. a conscious one, though not necessarily articulated in words
 2. a critiquing one, as it leads to questions and re-structuring
 3. immediately significant for action (most important) (cf. Schön 

1987, p. 29)

When reviewing actions in the past rather than in-situ, “reflection-on- 
action” (Schön 1987) leads to evaluating already experienced situations. 
In case it has consequences for future action (as understood by Dewey), 
this reflection is transformative. Methodologically, personal narratives 
and autobiographies have turned out to facilitate self-exploration, in par-
ticular looking beyond or behind professional activities, such as social 
conditions. They allow a more comprehensive personal picture, and con-
sequently unwrapping existing forms of Gestalt and reframing.

An andragogical premise to self-managed (co-)creation assumes the 
nature and characteristics of actors as maturing persons moving their self- 
concepts from dependencies from surrounding systems towards self- 
directedness and autonomy in an evolving world. While experience forms 
the richest resource for development, readiness to act in accordance with 
an aligned Self is a prerequisite for (co-)creation, thus, linking task 
accomplishment to social behavior and endeavor (Böhm 1997).

An agogic (i.e., learning-) and situation-aware mind-set asserts that an 
actor’s time perspective changes from postponed application of experi-
ences and knowledge to immediacy of application and accordingly, ori-
entation to acting shifts from subject-centered activities to focused 
interaction in co-creative settings (Bronfenbrenner 1981). In social set-
tings of this kind, several agogic principles apply:

• Activities are set in accordance with the needs of participating actors 
under the given conditions and capabilities to act.

• Each actor has certain resources that are not only the starting point for 
but also the subject of design activities. These resources are accepted to 
be limited.

• Actors determine their way and pace of developments, as development 
needs to in balanced with the current conditions. Both, active partici-
pation and retreat are part of development processes.

It is the latter principle that is of crucial importance for triggering 
individual development and bringing it to life in a co-creative setting. 
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Agogic actors need to embody (Rogers 1951; Pörtner 2008), and thus 
self-manage

• Empathy as sensitive understanding of others
• Appreciation of another personality without preconditioning accep-

tance and respect
• Congruence meaning the authenticity and coherence of one’s person 

and behavior

The first two behaviors are based on the flow from surrounding sys-
tems to the Self, whereas congruence is decisive in making visible indi-
vidual values and their attributes to other systems, and thus, part of the 
surrounding system. Authenticity refers to meeting a person ‘as a person’, 
to the equal of a person, experiencing a situation with the entire spectrum 
of channels (perceived impulses, feelings, impression, etc.). Coherence 
includes judging in how far or at what point in time the individual space 
can be shared with others, that is, becoming visible in an outer space. An 
essential part of congruence is that all participating actors have the same, 
transparent understanding of a co-creative system, including pre-set con-
ditions and irreversible process design, for example, normative or role- 
specific behavior (Spindler and Stary 2017).

Motschnig-Pitrik and Nykl (2001) argued “that problem solving 
within an individual’s context is particularly effective, since it most closely 
matches the living, sensing, and experience of this individual and has the 
highest potential for disposition and reuse of the individual’s experience” 
(p.  275). Agogic at the workplace—here referred as work-agogy—(see 
Fig. 2.7) indicates sensing crucial to cognitive intentional acts, to be cap-
tured by in-depth asking:

• WHAT IS? What did you see, hear, smell, taste, feel? What happened, 
when and how? Can you describe it in detail?

• WHAT SHOULD BE? Which perspective, which sense do you see? 
What needs to be achieved? Which priorities do you want to set? What 
do you want exactly? And why? Which state satisfies you?

• WHY? Which meaning do the observations have for you? Which rela-
tions do you recognize? What do you reckon? How can you explain 
that? What are your conclusions?
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WHAT IS?

WHY? HOW?

WHAT SHOULD BE?

Think

Perceive Will

Plan

Feel Act

Fig. 2.7 Work-agogy (according to Arbeitsagogik.ch)

• HOW? How to proceed? Which means shall be used? Which tactics 
shall we chose? What is to be done? Who does what, with what, whom, 
when, and how?

As indicated in Fig. 2.7, work-agogy in the context of work processes 
captures the rationale of doing in terms of perceiving a situation and 
cognitive reflection of perceived information, as some pre-processor to 
doing, guided by intention and planned action. According to that model, 
various subsystems are involved in preparing actions through reflecting 
outer-space information and bringing action from inner space processing 
to become visible for others in the outer space.

According to Rogers (1961), a facilitating social atmosphere is required 
for understanding and acceptance of the individual to develop (‘grow’). It 
will then “will become more similar to the person he would like to be; 
will be more self-directing and self-confident; will become more of a 
 person, more unique and more self-expressive; will be more understand-
ing, more acceptant of others; will be able to cope with the problems of 
life more adequately and more comfortably” (Rogers 1961, pp. 37–38). 
In this, the inner space of a person can become part of the outer inner 
space, for example, through his/her understanding the role, as required 
for co- creating the organization of work.

Figure 2.8 visualizes the results of developing a reflective practice for situ-
ations-to-be. We refer to the actors (represented by individual Selfs in vari-
ous roles [capturing their inner space] and involved in specific situations), 
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Fig. 2.8 Creating a reflective practice for situations-to-be

being part of a complex systems in terms of a System-of-Systems. Both, the 
situation and the System-of-Systems represent the outer space of an actor. As 
indicated by the upper arrow on top of the Systems-of- Systems in the figure, 
actors need to develop an understanding of novel system constellations. 
Potential scenarios need to be evaluated, like in the shown case adding actors 
with gray background as part of an additional System-of-Systems (depicted 
from the middle to the lower right) consisting of three systems, where the 
considered Self (white background) is in the role of potentially becoming 
part of two Systems of Systems, leading to an enriched overall system.

2.5  Focusing While Utilizing Multiple 
Perspectives

Individual introspection into personal views on one’s work by means of 
externalization can be considered a prerequisite for the development of 
common views on work and organizational improvement, respectively. 
The role of the individual in this context has not only been an issue in 
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organizational research (e.g., Sachs 1995; Suchman 1995), but has also 
been addressed regarding the learning aspects for both individuals and 
groups. Theories originating in cognitive sciences offer an explanatory 
approach for how individual perceptions and pictures and (organiza-
tional) reality are mutually influenced. One of these is ‘mental models’ 
(cf. Johnson-Laird 1981; Ford et  al. 1991), as they are considered to 
explain the foundation of thought processes. Whenever humans are con-
fronted with situations in which they should act, they create an explana-
tory model in their mind. The contents of this model are based on 
individual perception of the situation, previous experiences, and per-
sonal values.

In organizational settings, mental models also guide an individual’s 
way of interacting with others. This includes decisions on when to explic-
itly cooperate, with whom to cooperate, in which way, when to expect 
input from others, and when to deliver results to others. In order to inter-
act successfully, the individual mental models have to fit each other. 
Mental models are purely cognitive constructs and are per definition 
inaccessible to others. In order to align mental models, the involved indi-
viduals first have to make their mental models visible to others. In many 
situations, verbal expressions may not lead to sufficient visibility required 
for successful alignment. When the work setting is perceived as complex 
or when unexpected contingencies arise, more explicit representations of 
mental models are needed (Russell et al. 1993; Klein et al. 2006).

Explicit representations of mental models are called ‘externalizations’. 
In collaborative work, externalization is necessary to provide people with 
a common ground for sharing and negotiation of different views. Shared 
views in turn change individual mental models. In this way, a common 
understanding of interaction emerges. Externalization can be supported 
methodologically and by using tools (Pirnay-Dummer 2006, see also, 
Ifenthaler (2006) for an overview of established techniques in this field).

Structure elaboration techniques are an effective means to create physi-
cal representations of mental models (Dann 1992). In a moderated pro-
cess (the dialogue-hermeneutic method), the participants create a 
graphical representation of their mental models by placing labeled cards 
on a modeling surface. Subsequently, they relate each other using associa-
tions. Dann (1992) has stressed the importance of the immediacy of rep-
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resentation in the structuring process. This immediacy is attained by the 
physical creation of the model. Participants immediately refer to a physi-
cal representation rather than abstract items. They create and modify the 
model in a dialogue-based way until reaching consensus about what is 
represented. Mental models of individuals are externalized, questioned, 
and can be modified at the same time. The procedure ends once all par-
ticipants feel comfortable with the result.

Structure elaboration techniques are highly sophisticated approaches 
with respect to the specification of both, the methodology and the instru-
ments to be used. However, their suitability for the externalization of 
mental models has already been evaluated empirically (Groeben and 
Scheele 2000; Ifenthaler 2006). Some researchers (e.g., Dann 1992) have 
suggested that structure elaboration techniques should always be adapted 
to the case at hand, for example, in terms of prescribed modeling ele-
ments or methodology. Presumably, such an adaptation could be neces-
sary when used for externalization.

Due to its minimalist approach to semantics and syntax, concept map-
ping (Novak and Canas 2006) is widely used to elaborate on structures. 
These maps contain mutually linked nodes corresponding to (mental) 
concepts. In contrast to other structure elaboration technologies, concept 
mapping does not explicitly aim at creating consensus of how to interpret 
the externalization among the involved individuals. In concept mapping, 
concepts are collected directly during structuring, which allows for 
immediate, contextualized specification of new aspects of the model. 
Concept maps also support defining concept classes (such as ‘persons’, 
‘tasks’ etc.) for additional (hierarchical) structuring and do not give any 
constraints on which or how many classes to use.

As such, the concept mapping approach is considered to be suitable for 
externalization of mental models (Pirnay-Dummer 2006). In the course 
of mapping, constructs are arranged according to an issue of interest, for 
example, individual organization of work (Oppl 2006). The constructs 
are named and structured by associating them. In this way, a contextual 
specification is established. Such mappings have already been applied in 
structured domains, such as mathematics, allowing for individually 
arranging domain content (Brinkmann 2003), or for generating mean-
ingful representations from scratch according to individual mental mod-
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els (Coffey and Hoffman 2003). While for the first setting, the focus of 
mapping lies on the arrangement of previously known elements, the lat-
ter requires an open space to identify, name, and arrange content.

Some of the existing tools for structure elaboration, do not only pro-
vide support for the articulation process itself, but also allow assessing the 
quality of representations, for example, based on metrics derived from 
graph-theory for concept maps (Ruiz-Primo and Shavelson 1996). Other 
tool approaches offer a tight integration with the computer desktop envi-
ronment and enable links to digital resources (see for concept maps, 
Canas et al. 2004). In particular, concept maps seem to have potential for 
usage in daily work, as they can be integrated into and consulted from 
existing (computer-supported) workflows.

At the center of articulation in the course of knowledge elicitation is 
the ability to learn about mental models. Structure elaboration in terms 
of mapping mental constructs to diagrammatic expressions has already 
turned out to be useful to generate ideas, to design a structure, such as 
organization of work, to communicate ideas, and to aid learning by 
explicitly integrating new and old knowledge. By communicating dia-
grammatic representations, such as concept maps, misunderstandings 
can be avoided (Ausubel 2000), a prerequisite for shared reflection and 
collective knowledge creation.

Although the format of representing articulated knowledge may be 
open with respect to syntax and semantics, as in the case of structure 
elaboration, elicitation of work knowledge can profit from a fundamental 
perspective on human work. It can be directed towards information or 
communication, as different strategies of organizing knowledge are 
related to them (F. Fuchs-Kittowski and Fuchs-Kittowski 2007): formal-
ization, codification, personalization, and socialization. In particular, the 
latter is of importance for alignment and shared understanding—see 
Table 2.1 (according to F. Fuchs-Kittowski and Fuchs-Kittowski 2007).

Finally, eliciting knowledge is influenced by the individual perception 
and representation of work practices (Bossen 2017). For instance, the 
description of a scheduling procedure for consultation of medical experts 
in an outpatient clinic is likely to differ whether one asks the patient, 
administrative staff, or the medical experts. Hence, the challenge of elici-
tation in this context is grounded in the role- or task-specific perspective 
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the stakeholder tasks. It lays ground to sociological theories, such as 
Strauss’ theory of action.

He opposed representations of action as if concerning an act (singular) 
with a beginning and an end by one actor following a set course of action. 
This linear and ‘rationalistic’—in the sense of producing a simplifying and 
rationalizing depiction—can be contrasted to an interactional model: 
Looking closer, acts come forward as involving multiple steps in which 
emergent circumstances and the interaction with other actors have to be 
monitored by the actor, who has to adjust her actions to the contingencies 
arising in an ongoing manner, and which results in ‘an act’ as requiring 
efforts of aligning, coordinating, monitoring and being more convoluted 
than in former the linear representation. (Bossen 2017, p. 79; Strauss 1993)

Bossen (2017, p. 79f) concludes that “representations of practices should 
then not be made too rashly and should build on detailed empirical knowl-
edge: Streamlining work into linear, rational models entails the risk of 
ignoring or forgetting central features of the apparent mess of work. Further, 
since no description of a phenomenon can capture all its aspects, but will 
highlight some and push others to the background, the act of representing 
requires making choices of what to make visible” (Suchman 1995).

Figure 2.9 visualizes the situation where different stakeholders pursue 
different interests in various situations, and may take different perspec-
tives upon work practices in their mental models, including the  interaction 
with actors in specific roles. In the figure, Self denotes an actor who plays 
a certain role in a certain situation on which he/she has a certain perspec-
tive according to individual perception of the corresponding work. As 
shown in the figure, each actor has a certain perspective which might 
overlap with others or not (represented by stars in the figure). The percep-
tion can depend on the role and situation of an actor, as shown by the 
Self with the white background in the figure. The lower right part of the 
figure shows a constellation of overlap as perspectives can be shared and 
include the interaction beyond plain information exchange.

Once articulation of work knowledge makes visible the multiple per-
spectives on work due to the individual mental models of tasks or roles, 
the design and structuring of work can be enriched by parameters deter-
mining the quality, and final success of operating a business.
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Fig. 2.9 Focusing while utilizing multiple perspectives

2.6  Articulating Intangible Assets

“How people work is one of the best kept secrets in America.” The 
(location- independent) validity of this statement by Wellman (cited in 
Suchman 1995) has been underlined in various contexts, for example, by 
Polanyi (1958) when referring to ‘ineffable knowledge’ that does not 
allow workers to reflect about their work without becoming conscious 
about work structures. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) even referred to the 
problems caused by changing those structures.

Strauss has pointed out the importance of Articulation Work (Strauss 
1985) in that context. This term is dichotomous and has always to be 
considered in both of its meanings: Articulation Work is talking about 
one’s work in order to be able to work together with others. Articulation 
Work is an integral part of work in general, particularly in the sense that 
it takes effort to realize it. Articulation Work is considered as a conceptual 
complement to ‘Production Work’, that is, the work dedicated to achieve 
organizational goals (Fujimura 1987).
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Most of the time, Articulation Work happens implicitly (Strauss 
1988), that is, none of the involved participants consciously and actively 
communicates his/her view on his/her work. However, a common under-
standing is created by simply working together. This phenomenon cor-
responds to the phenomenon of socialization described in Nonaka and 
Takeuchi’s Socialization, Externalization, Combination, Internalization 
(SECI)-model (Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995).

Similar findings have resulted from studies in work and cognitive psy-
chology. It has been shown that an essential part of the user’s task-relevant 
knowledge is tacit (i.e., unconscious). Knowledge either becomes tacit 
through automation of work procedures, that is, formerly explicit knowl-
edge lapses into the unconscious and, by that, becomes tacit (Hacker 
1998), or the tacit knowledge is acquired through implicit learning, that 
is, task-relevant knowledge is learned without awareness through per-
sonal experience and practical examples, similar to a master–apprentice 
relationship (Neuweg 2004).

In a variety of professions that rely on complex problem-solving capa-
bilities and creativity like law, medicine, sales, teaching, or management, 
tacit knowledge is considered as a crucial factor for success (Sternberg 
et al. 1999). In particular, it plays a central role in dealing with critical, 
that is, non-routine situations at work (Büssing et al. 2002). The main 
characteristic of the tacit dimension of knowledge is that it is difficult to 
communicate and formalize (Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995; Polanyi 1966). 
Consequently, tacit knowledge is difficult to capture with traditional task 
elicitation methods like questionnaires, surveys, structured interviews, or 
analyses of existing documentations. The task analyst simply does not 
know what kind of questions to ask (Beyer and Holtzblatt 1997). When 
eliciting user-task information, developers, therefore, have to deal with 
the tacit dimension that indwells work procedures.

As in established and routine task settings, workers are not always con-
scious of how and why they act in a certain way, problems that might 
occur once established work practices need to be adapted (Gasser 1986; 
Gerson and Star 1986). However, the term ‘established work practices’ is 
ambiguous. Strauss (1988) and Fujimura (1987) distinguish routine 
work form problematic work, the latter increasing the need for 
Articulation Work. Regarding routine work, Strauss however states that 
one man’s routine of work is made up of the emergencies of other people 
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(Hughes 1971 cited in Strauss 1993, p. 43). According to this under-
standing, established work practices are only those procedures where all 
involved people are able to routinely handle the steps required to com-
plete the work.

Consequently, established work practices can turn into problematic 
situations anytime. Introducing new people or changes in the working 
environment can lead to unforeseeable contingencies that require 
Articulation Work to be resolved. Changes in the working environment 
that cause the established work practice to break down can be as simple 
as printers running out of paper (Bendifallah and Scacchi 1987). This is 
a contingency that can be resolved rather quickly and simply. There are, 
however, situations that require more effort to be resolved (ibid.).

According to Strauss, explicit Articulation Work (in contrast to implicit 
one) (Strauss 1988) becomes increasingly important, the more complex 
and problematic a work situation is perceived by the people involved 
(“Problematic interactions involve ‘thought’, or when more than one 
interactant is involved then also ‘discussion’. An important aspect of 
problematic action can also be ‘debate’—disagreement over issues or res-
olutions” (Strauss 1993, p. 43)).

Since there is still a strong tendency towards standardization and 
explicit definition of work routines (cf. business process modeling Scheer 
2003), workers are considered more and more (error-prone) system ele-
ments from a socio-technical system. As such, their individual influence 
has to be reduced as far as possible. While this view has facilitated the 
development of mankind during the last centuries, it has clearly reached 
its limits, according to studies on work transformation (Sachs 1995).

Today’s complex business environments require skills, which have not 
been considered important anymore for frontline workers. In settings, 
where exception handling might become the standard process, automated 
execution of workflows using human manpower does not work anymore. 
Much of what in former times has been regarded routine work (or opera-
tions) is fully automated today. Humans get in charge mostly when 
something goes wrong or cannot be decided based on a set of predefined 
rules. When people in such cases do not consciously know what is going 
on in their work environment—when their work is a secret to them—
they experience troubles. In today’s business settings consciousness of 
work practices is required increasingly, as
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• the demand for and to develop further skills needs to be identified 
(Hampson and Junor 2005)

• work practices and interfaces have to be negotiated in collaborative 
work settings (Strauss 1988)

• work processes needs to be improved continuously (Caetano et al. 2005)
• exceptions need to be tackled in a straightforward way (Gerson and 

Star 1986), and
• work practices need to be communicated to others for support 

(Herrmann et al. 2004)

The common prerequisite of all these settings is individual awareness 
about how work is done, in which context it happens, which goals are to 
be reached by which skills. Sachs (1995) suggests taking an alternative 
view on work, regarding not only organizational tasks, but also the given 
human-activity-centered aspects, the context of work and its understand-
ing by human beings, as they are highly relevant for economic success.

According to Strauss (1988), explicit Articulation Work aims at unveil-
ing these issues and making them communicable to others. It enables 
people to externalize their individual views on work, to reflect upon it, 
and to present. A means to support explicit Articulation Work is using 
representations of work as a basis and facilitator for externalization 
(Suchman 1995) (“A map or other representational device is a piece of 
craftwork, crafted in the interest of making something visible. Things are 
made visible so that they can be seen, talked about, and potentially 
manipulated,” ibid.). Representations of work in terms of Suchman 
(ibid.) “(…) are interpretations in the service of particular interests and 
purposes, created by actors specifically positioned with respect to the 
work represented.”

In this respect, it doesn’t matter, “(…) whether (these representations 
are) created from within the work practices represented or in the context 
of externally-based design initiatives (…)” (ibid.). Following Suchman, 
representations of work can either be a result of work or describe work 
from a bird’s eye view (with people stepping out of the system to describe 
it)—or both. In terms of explicit Articulation Work, representations 
from a bird’s eye view are the results of articulation. Actual results of work 
might serve as a basis for explicit articulation and facilitate it, but they are 
not in the focus of this work.
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Representations from a bird’s eye view can be codified in different 
forms. A common form is to use textual descriptions of work (Kyng 
1995). Textual codification allows capturing work with the whole expres-
sional power of natural language. Reflection about and communication 
of the structure of work, however, is better facilitated by diagrammatical 
representations or graphical models (Hahn and Kim 1999). Models have 
proven to serve as mediators and boundary objects for people communi-
cating about their work (Boland and Tenkasi 1995, cited in Krogstie 
et al. 2006).

Models are built using modeling languages using a syntactically fixed 
and semantically predefined set of symbols. These constraints are neces-
sary for further processing, but appear to hinder the modeling process 
itself (Jørgensen 2004). Most modeling languages force modelers to use 
representational schemes that do not necessarily correspond to their indi-
vidual understanding of work (Oppl 2018). This mismatch often leads to 
situations where the modeling language is inappropriate to express what 
people consider relevant—“Indeed, I would go so far as to claim that 
constraining practitioners during early design to use some fixed notation 
with a fixed semantics would slow them down, by forcing them to pay 
more attention to the limitations of the notation than to the details of 
their problem” (Goguen 1993).

For support of explicit Articulation Work, it has to be assured that all 
aspects of work considered relevant by people can be expressed by the 
modeling language (Oppl 2016). Moreover, modeling requires the recog-
nition of relevant real-world phenomena, to abstract and conceptualize 
them, and to represent them with the means of the modeling language. 
These are non-trivial tasks, which might be very challenging—if not 
overstraining—for people inexperienced in modeling (Goguen 1993). 
Articulation Work, however, has to be performed by everybody involved 
in the work process (Strauss 1988), also—and especially—frontline 
workers, who very rarely have experience in modeling (Oppl 2017).

Figure 2.10 visualizes the recognition of intangible assets, both, on the 
level of individual actors, and the collective layer. As a prerequisite for 
designing situations-to-be, actors need to reveal and communicate infor-
mation that influence their perception, thinking, and doing—they need 
to engage in explicit Articulation Work. In the figure, the actors are rep-
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Fig. 2.10 Articulating intangible assets

resented by their individual Selfs taking various roles and being involved 
in various specific situations. They might have blind spots, indicated by 
the big dots in the figure worth being elicited and evaluated in terms of 
implications for themselves, and when interacting with others (as indi-
cated by the links between Selfs).

2.7  Engage in Alignment for Collective 
Intelligence

Herrmann et al. (2002) have shown that workers should not only be able 
to describe their particular view on the assigned work tasks, but also co- 
construct a common understanding of collaborative work tasks. Such 
type of participation facilitates technology development, even when dif-
ferent paths to accomplish a certain task are followed by individual work-
ers. Empirical results from work psychology, too, give evidence that there 
are many alternative efficient and effective procedures when users have 
freedom in their task accomplishment procedure (Ulich 1994).
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Hence, when dealing with different users and different individual per-
ception of tasks and task accomplishment procedures, elicitation tech-
niques should support the elicitation of both, idiographic (i.e., the 
individual user’s perception of the task) and co-constructive (i.e., com-
mon aspects of user groups in task perception) user-task information. In 
order to achieve this objective, the elicitation, as well as the representa-
tion of user-tasks has to be context-sensitive (Mirel 2004). However, 
from the method perspective successful elicitation should avoid the influ-
ence of representational structures to cognition, in particular, when cap-
turing the tacit dimension, value both, individual differences and 
commonalties of user-work information (Hemmecke and Stary 2006).

Although articulation can be guided by modeling, thus leading to rep-
resentations of work knowledge, developing a shared understanding of 
such manifestations should be considered a learning process (Seel 2003). 
Those processes are most successful when the gap between mental models 
and representations can be kept minimal. In her extensive empirical 
work, Maria Montessori has identified several cornerstones for successful 
knowledge creation and acquisition to that respect (cf. Montessori 2005; 
Ludwig et al. 2002):

• Both have to be tuned to individual types of stakeholders. Learning 
should be an individualized process that might also occur in 
group settings.

• Acquiring and creating knowledge are oriented towards individual act-
ing. Stakeholders should acquire competence and skills directly work-
ing with subjects or manipulating content.

• Knowledge creation should be under the control of the stakeholders, 
including setting the stage for sensible learning phases (which are 
essential for understanding).

• The acquisition and creation of knowledge should lead to and be built 
on visible structures (inner structure requires external structure) with a 
maximum degree of freedom to act individually and express mental 
models accurately.

• Knowledge creation should be based on some material or pre-structured 
content to direct the attention of individuals.
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• Creating and acquiring knowledge should occur in a comprehensive, 
but focused way (in-depth concentration on the subject of acquisition). 
Subject-specific elements should be complemented by transformation 
tasks. For instance, business process modeling using event-driven pro-
cess chains in ARIS (Architektur integrierter Informationssysteme; 
Architecture of Integrated Information Systems) (Scheer 2003) should 
be complemented by UML (Unified Modeling Language)-models, 
since the latter provide an additional, object-oriented perspective on 
process-model elements.

• Active acquisition should be observed by coaches, providing interven-
tion on demand. Such a setting allows for misconceptions, faulty or 
misleading procedures, for example, caused by opinion leaders in 
group settings.

Maria Montessori’s observation let her conclude that any learning pro-
cess should be facilitated by allowing stakeholders to manipulate objects 
in a self-managed way. This process should be implemented in a well- 
prepared environment. This environment is shared with the mentor and/
or peers, for sharing experience, guidance, and help. However, the acqui-
sition of knowledge is the responsibility of each stakeholder. The role of 
the stakeholder is to handle the material according to inherent properties 
of the content and few inputs provided by a facilitator. In the ideal case, 
the prepared environment guides the stakeholder to domain-specific 
properties and tasks that can be accomplished in a self-managed way 
using the manipulative elements of the environment—a strategy techno-
logical instruments aim to follow (Zuckerman et al. 2005).

The tasks that are traditionally performed in Montessori-oriented set-
tings start on a straightforward level and become increasingly complex:

 1. Structuring (Ordering) elements: Montessori considers (mathematical) 
structuring the training in exact thinking. She has recognized the domain-
specific grouping of elements, the correct assignment of phenomena, and 
the multi-dimensional capturing of things in the world substantial for 
further acquisition processes. Exact working in natural sciences, however, 
requires the combination of motor- and sensor experience.

 2. Communication of models or concepts and transformation processes 
by means of language. The verbal handling and the semantically cor-
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rect application of domain ontologies are at the center of knowledge 
acquisition and creation. Language has to be materialized and embod-
ied in cognition.

 3. Cosmic education through comprehensive and symbolic application of 
knowledge. Montessori’s constructionist approach envisions learning 
to occur in and lead to a well-organized ‘home’ with harmonized 
arrangements and objects that can be found according to their 
scope of use.

For Maria Montessori, the exploration of the environment and self- 
managed handling of content elements is the key to comprehensive and 
holistic understanding. Stakeholders should (re)construct knowledge in 
an environment prepared accordingly. The environment has to contain 
the means for self-education. It has to contain activating objects of inter-
est for sharing, acquiring, or creating knowledge, rather than isolated 
pieces of information or objects without indication of their usage.

Facilitators should motivate the acquisition, facilitate the acquisition 
and transfer process, and resolve conflicts. They serve as mediators 
between content elements and individuals in the environment. 
Understanding focusses on content elements and their interac-
tive handling.

In case digital work should enrich human perceptual capabilities, met-
aphors could help when constructing socio-technical work spaces (cf. 
Turkle 1998, p. 291; Oppl and Stary 2011b). Thereby, humans do not 
interact as a separate part of the socio-technical environment, they are 
part of it. This phenomenon is also termed immersion. Immersion facili-
tates active participation in processes (rather than consumption of visual 
information) through manipulation of objects (Oppl 2006).

Given immersion, another factor moves also to the center of interest: 
the capability to share experiences and to interact in a common context 
even over large distances. It is the idea of structural and dynamic net-
working. Focusing on networking and context-sensitive interaction 
allows for more than the reproduction of predefined sequences of interac-
tion with a limited set of features. It allows for exploration, self- 
management, and social process support. In this way, they support 
human-centered concept developments, for instance to move forward 
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from ‘simple’ training mechanisms in the sense of reproducing activities 
and facts in a predefined domain towards collaborative knowledge explo-
ration in an open space.

With respect to content, Norman and Spohrer (1996) have found out 
that high quality material in general should provide a high degree of con-
fidence in their (i) usefulness, (ii) interest (which is particularly in line 
with Maria Montessori—see above), and (iii) effectiveness. They have 
elaborated their principles of ‘learner-centered education’ in terms of 
individual engagement, effectiveness, and viability. Engagement means 
collaboration with highly motivated learners in the course of education. 
It is enabled through “rapid, compelling interaction, and feedback” (ibid., 
p. 26). Effectiveness, in the sense of Norman and Spohrer, denotes the 
depth of understanding and the skills students acquire. The viability 
addresses the seriousness of the problems tackled, the relevance of the 
topics, and the accuracy of tools for the process of knowledge creation 
and representation.

One way to meet these objectives in virtual settings or augmented 
environments has been to recognize the multiple dimensions of knowl-
edge sharing and creation and to tackle them explicitly. For instance, 
Resnick et  al. (1996) have observed: “Educational technology has too 
heavily emphasized the equivalent of stereos and CDs and not empha-
sized computational pianos enough” (ibid., p. 42). The researchers’ goal 
was to develop computational construction kit development “enabling 
people to express themselves in increasingly ever-more complex ways, 
deepening their relationships with new domains of knowledge” 
(ibid., p. 42).

The theory of constructional design focuses on a constructionist 
approach to individual knowledge acquisition. Constructional design of 
content is a type of meta-design (designing for designers) to support 
learners in their own design activities and thus leading to hands-on expe-
rience in construction. Papert (1993) argues for a constructionist 
approach to learning: In design-based learning, things that people design 
(such as Lego® constructions) “serve as external shadows of the designer’s 
internal mental models. These external creations provide an opportunity 
for people to reflect on—and then revise and extend—their internal 
models of the world” (Resnick et al. 1996, p. 42).
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Engagement, as demanded by Norman and Spohrer, needs to be 
implemented through something more than learning-by-doing, since, in 
contrast to learning-by-doing little attention has been given to the “gen-
eral principles governing the kinds of ‘doing’ most conductive to learn-
ing” (Resnick et al. 1996, p. 42). Two general principles should guide the 
design of activities binding individuals to an object: personal and episte-
mological connection. They have been defined as follows:

• Personal connections. Constructions kits and activities should connect to 
users’ interests, passions, and experiences. The point is not simply to 
make the activities more ‘motivating’. When activities involve objects 
and actions that are familiar, users can draw on their previous knowl-
edge, connecting new ideas to their pre-existing intuitions.

• Epistemological connections. Construction kits and activities should con-
nect to important domains of knowledge—and, more significantly, 
encourage new way of thinking (end even new ways of thinking about 
thinking). A well-designed construction kit makes certain ideas and 
ways of thinking particularly salient, so that users are likely to connect 
with those ideas in a natural way in the process of designing and creat-
ing. (Resnick et al. 1996, p. 42)

Materials enabling rich learning experience should provide both types 
of connections. Two ways of implementations have been pursued: enrich-
ment of existing objects and virtualizing the core material. In the ‘Things 
That Think’ initiative (MIT’s Media Lab), everyday objects should embed 
computational capabilities, not only to accomplish particular tasks more 
cheaply or easily or intelligently, but to enable people to think about 
things in new ways (Weiser 1991). One solution was programmable 
bricks. Structures and mechanisms have been developed using program-
mable Lego®-bricks for car and castles building including behaviors. 
Typical creations are: real animals, step-trackers, science experiments, 
and smart rooms. The program is stored in the brick after a download 
from the PC. Actually, a brick is a very personal computer. In this way, a 
strong personal connection is established, since the brick is part of the 
learners’ culture and life. The bricks allow to compare artificial with natu-
ral beings (e.g., robots and animals) as well as to understand complex 
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systems’ behavior, for example, feedback strategies. In that way, an episte-
mological connection can be set up.

Narrative-based, Immersive, Constructionist/Collaborative Environments 
(NICE’s) underlying theoretical framework “combines constructivist educa-
tional theory with ideas that emphasize the importance of collaborative 
learning and narrative development” (Roussos et  al. 1997, p.  62). 
Constructivist pedagogy is one “by which learners actively construct and 
interrelate knowledge and ideas” (ibid.). These findings lead us to the conclu-
sion that the more objects are available in a concrete form and way, and the 
more focused communication occurs, the more effectively (and efficiently) 
knowledge-creation and sharing can be supported (Oppl and Stary 
2011a, 2014).

The involvement of individuals seems to play a central role for knowl-
edge acquisition and throughout the process of creating mutual under-
standing, redefining the role of developers: “The process of constructional 
design is not a simple matter of ‘programming in’ the right type of con-
nections” (Resnick et al. 1996, p. 49), since behavior is not predictable by 
developers. “Developers of design-oriented learning environments need 
to adopt a relaxed sense of ‘control’ ” (ibid.) in the sense of creating ‘spaces’ 
for possible activities and experiences rather than limiting the interaction 
space (which, again, is in line with Montessori). However, developers have 
to make those spaces dense with personal and epistemological connec-
tions. Then, there will be defined regions, both appealing and intellectu-
ally interesting (as demanded by Montessori or Norman and Spohrer).

Understanding immersion in the sketched sense of individual and 
social engagement in knowledge creation and sharing processes enables 
more than scanning and retrieving information. Both, constructionist 
and constructivist acquisition support the personal and epistemological 
connection of individuals to subjects.

From the perspective of socio-technical design of digitized work sys-
tems with such engaging environments for articulation and representa-
tion, the emotional side has to receive attention, equal to social and 
cognitive aspects of knowledge creation and sharing. Hedonic qualities 
address the matter of emotion and pleasure when persons interact with 
artifacts. For interactive systems, they have become a matter of competi-
tiveness (Subramanya and Yi 2007). The factors contributing to a rich 
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and satisfying user experience include interactions “that are natural, intu-
itive, simple, pleasant, easy to remember, and adaptive to individuals’ 
idiosyncrasies” (ibid., p. 114). Millard et al. (1999) have shown joy of 
using an artifact might increase the quality of work significantly. Several 
dimensions have been identified for design taking into account user 
experience:

• Devices: Factors related to this dimension comprise the use of colors 
for display, and touch-sensitive screens.

• Communication and social interaction: Relevant issues to that respect 
are the provision of a (virtual) vicinity, feelings of personal touch, ges-
tures, and differentiated communication based on relationship 
to persons.

• Application: Pleasing user interaction is based on a minimal feature list, 
non-intrusive media (e.g., hands-free usage of mobile devices), person-
alization of content, and the combination of stimuli or multi-modality.

Although there is a long tradition in handling user properties and indi-
vidual differences in human–computer interaction (Egan 1988), only 
few engineering practices tackle them in connection to design. The cur-
rent practice taking into account multiple perspectives focuses on model- 
driven development (Gruhn et al. 2007; Petrasch and Meimberg 2006). 
It enforces an implementation-independent representation of interactive 
systems, relying on diagrammatic representations to reflect a status-quo 
and exchange design ideas. The models allow a structured procedure, due 
to the mutually tuned representation of content—a demand that has also 
been uttered in the context of structured knowledge creation and sharing, 
with respect to learning resources (Kurzel et al. 2003).

Figure 2.11 visualizes Selfs actively involved in sharing and re- arranging 
information they have been revealing through the activities described in 
the previous subsections, such as externalizing intangible assets. Following 
the reflective practice for situations-to-be, actors in their various roles and 
involved in specific situations need to align their interactional under-
standing, in order to proceed with developing their organization of work. 
As indicated by the three clouds, aligned situations emerge in the course 
of alignment, based on a common understanding of articulated knowledge.
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Fig. 2.11 Engage in alignment for collective intelligence

2.8  Synthesis

In Table 2.2, we give an overview of the requirements collected from the 
various disciplines and approaches. They have been detailed in the previ-
ous sections. We synthesize their meaning for each of the requirements. 
It becomes evident that the starting point is the individual Self of each 
actor which is challenged to open up for developing awareness, if not in- 
depth understanding, of

• roles taken by the actor
• context given by situations the actor perceives to be relevant
• complex systems the actor is part of
• reflecting on past, present, and future scenarios of work the actor par-

ticipates in
• how to focus while taking different perspective on work processes
• intangible work assets provided and required by the actor
• consolidating actor-specific work knowledge when aiming for collec-

tive intelligence
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Table 2.2 Summary of elicitation requirements

Elicitation 
requirement Description

Awareness on 
role(s) and their 
management

Roles constitute the appearance of individual actors and 
can be part of various contexts. Their set up is relevant 
to how stakeholders get involved in work knowledge 
elicitation.

Situation Awareness Role- or task-specific activities need to be framed by 
information of the situation an actor is part of.

Conceptual 
understanding of 
complex systems

Networked and continuous development of socio- 
technical settings increases complexity of systems which 
requires concepts to handle it for reflection and 
change.

Creating a reflective 
practice for 
situations-to-be

Theories influence mental model building, either 
consciously or unconsciously. Both need to be tackled 
for articulating the future.

Focusing while 
utilizing multiple 
perspectives

Determining the target of eliciting work knowledge 
becomes more focused when looking through different 
glasses on work.

Articulating 
intangible assets

Elicitation has to tackle both, explicit and implicit 
knowledge on work, in order to achieve a complete 
picture of the relevant work situation.

Engage in 
alignment for 
collective 
intelligence

Being part of a system plays a crucial role in externalizing 
knowledge, as one is the observer who needs to 
observe him/herself while being an integral part of a 
work organization. Of particular importance is 
intelligibility and purposeful involvement when one’s 
implicit knowledge is codified to be understood by 
other stakeholders.

The respective individual reflection processes lay the ground for the 
development of collective intelligence, which frames the articulation 
alignment activities, which eventually lead to embodiment into work 
processes and finally, business operation.

From a procedural perspective, elicitation requires

 1. A preparation of the setting, actors, and instruments. It includes the 
scope or universe of discourse, such as a business case, a motivating 
articulation environment including graspable material, and actors 
willing to learn both, express their mental models, and engage in co- 
creative reflection and generation processes
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 2. Situation-sensitive articulation features as different people externalize 
knowledge on roles and work tasks differently

 3. Facilitation encouraging stakeholders to look beyond well-established 
boundaries and patterns, and deal with high complexity of work situ-
ations and organizational structures

 4. Representational alignment as a consolidated representation serves as 
a baseline for documentation and further development

 5. Organizational alignment once elicited knowledge should be embod-
ied in the workspaces of an organization

We will use this table and procedural cornerstones to put the results of 
the next sections into the context of elicitation requirements. 
Methodological approaches to articulation and alignment of mental 
models as well as corresponding tool support can be considered with 
respect to these requirements. They allow appraising the results concern-
ing their effectiveness and usefulness in dynamic work practices in digi-
talized work settings.
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